One of the biggest surprises since the sequencing of the human genome has been the discovery 28 of thousands of long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) 1-6 . Although lncRNAs and mRNAs are similar 29 in many ways, they differ with lncRNAs being more nuclear-enriched and in several cases 30 exclusively nuclear 7,8 . Yet, the RNA-based sequences that determine nuclear localization remain 31 poorly understood [9][10][11] . Towards the goal of systematically dissecting the lncRNA sequences that 32 impart nuclear localization, we developed a massively parallel reporter assay (MPRA). Unlike 33 previous MPRAs 12-15 that determine motifs important for transcriptional regulation, we have 34 modified this approach to identify sequences sufficient for RNA nuclear enrichment for 38 human 35 lncRNAs. Using this approach, we identified 109 unique, conserved nuclear enrichment regions, 36 originating from 29 distinct lncRNAs. We also discovered two shorter motifs within our nuclear 37 enrichment regions. We further validated the sufficiency of several regions to impart nuclear 38 localization by single molecule RNA fluorescence in situ hybridization (smRNA-FISH). Taken 39 together, these results provide a first systematic insight into the sequence elements responsible 40 for the nuclear enrichment of lncRNA molecules.
142
We independently tested if these motifs are sufficient for nuclear localization using smRNA-FISH.
143
Briefly, we appended the consensus motif sequences identified by our MPRA to the 3' end of the 144 cytosolic fsSox2 reporter and electroporated these constructs in HeLa cells 9 . We then performed 145 smRNA-FISH 31 and did a double blinded quantification of the signals in more than 300 nuclei for 146 each electroporated construct using StarSearch 31 (Methods) . We observed that ~30 % of fsSox2 147 transcripts localized in the nucleus but appending the repetitive XIST motif (Motif 1) slightly 148 increased nuclear localization to ~40% (Figure 4 ; P = 0.03, Mann-Whitney Test). Appending the C-rich motif (Motif 2) did not significantly affect the localization of fsSox2 (Figure 4) . These results 150 suggest that small motifs could exhibit a weak effect of RNA nuclear enrichment, but are 151 insufficient for localization.
153
Since we observed only a small effect for a short motif like the XIST motif to affect nuclear 154 enrichment, we next asked next whether longer regions identified by our MPRA would show a 155 stronger effect. To this end we generated multiple fsSox2:DR constructs (DRs: MALAT1, TUG1, 156 XIST) and compared their subcellular localization to the native fsSox2 transcript by smRNA-FISH.
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We found that MALAT1 "Region M" significantly increased nuclear enrichment of fsSox2 (Figure 
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Collectively, our study has several implications. First, we have demonstrated a new functional 165 MPRA which can identify longer nuclear enrichment sequences by computationally stitching short 166 (110 bp) oligonucleotides together. Second, we have discovered motifs common to many DRs 167 that tend to be nuclear enriched. However, these small motifs exhibit only a mild propensity for 168 nuclear enrichment when tested independently. Conversely, longer DRs were sufficient to change 169 the nuclear enrichment of a cytosolic reporter. While this manuscript was in preparation, a C-rich 170 motif similar to that identified by our MPRA was also found by other investigators and functionally 171 tested by mutation and protein binding preferences (Igor Ulitsky -personal communication).
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Third, many DRs identified in our study did not harbor any motif and many lncRNAs harbored 173 multiple DRs.
Taken together, these results indicate that there does not appear to be a small universal sequence 176 motif that is sufficient for nuclear enrichment. Rather, we propose that multiple unique sequences 177 co-occurring within a longer structured region are responsible for nuclear enrichment for each 178 lncRNA. While additional studies will need to confirm this prediction, our study provides an 179 important initial map and a systematic, unbiased framework to explore RNA nuclear enrichment 180 signals.
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Methods
183
Oligo Pool Design
184
We designed 153-mer oligonucleotides to contain, in order, the 16-nt universal primer site 185 ACTGGCCGCTTCACTG, a 110-nt variable sequence, a 10-nt unique barcode sequence and the 186 17-nt universal primer site AGATCGGAAGAGCGTCG. The unique barcodes were designed as 187 described previously while the variable sequences were obtained by tiling lncRNA sequences.
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The resulting oligonucleotide libraries were synthesized by Broad Technology Labs. 
Read Mapping and Obtaining Counts Table
To find a unique mapping location for the read, we ensured an exact match between the first 10 249 read nucleotides and a unique oligo barcode. To ensure that the correct oligo was identified using 250 this barcode match, we allowed only 2 mismatches between the remaining 65 nts of the read 251 sequence and the upstream oligo sequence corresponding to the unique barcode (Extended 252 Data Figure 1A) . The resulting counts for each oligo in every sample (6 Nuclei and 6 Total) were 253 compiled in a counts table (Extended Data Figure 1A ).
255
Normalizing the counts table   256 The counts table was normalized using a library size correction in order to facilitate comparing 257 counts across samples with different sequencing depths. The library size was calculated as the 258 total number of reads in each sample.
260
Modeling Nucleotide Counts from Oligo Counts
261
The counts of a particular nucleotide were modeled by taking the median of counts for every oligo 262 tiling the nucleotide (Extended Data Figure 1B) . We tried other methods to model nucleotide 263 such as taking the sum of the counts of all oligos tiling the given nucleotide and a probabilistic 264 graphical model as used recently 15 but the simple and intuitive median approach yielded 265 comparable results. Since the offset between subsequent oligos was usually 10 nucleotides, we 266 obtained nucleotide counts also at a 10 nucleotide resolution. The resulting modeled nucleotide 267 counts table (Extended Data Table 2 ) was used to infer differential regions.
269
Inferring Differential Regions from Modeled Nucleotide Counts
270
There are 2 main steps in inferring differential regions from modeled nucleotide counts -(i).
271
Identifying potential candidate regions and (ii). Assigning a p-value for each potential candidate 272 region (Extended Data Figure 1C) . We identified potential candidate regions by calculating the median of the difference between nuclear counts and total counts across all 6 replicates at each 274 nucleotide and then grouping together neighboring points that exceeded a threshold, as described 275 previously 25 . We then defined a summary statistics for each region based on the differences 276 between nuclear and total counts of each nucleotide in the region as well as the trend of these 277 counts. To assess the uncertainty of this procedure we generated a list of global null candidates 278 by shuffling the sample labels and computed a summary statistic for these regions to form a null 279 distribution. Then we ranked each potential candidate region by comparing their respective 280 summary statistic to the null distribution to obtain an empirical p-value. The p-values were 281 converted to q-values using the Benjamini-Hochberg approach.
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Motif Analysis 284 MEME software package was used to find motifs enriched in differential regions. Specifically, we 285 used the MEME function in the suite in the discriminative mode with DR sequences as the list of 286 primary sequences and the other sequences in the pool as the controls. We ran MEME in different 287 settings -OOPS and ANR -to ensure we found motifs that were repeating several times in a 288 given DR and those only occurring once. 
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If sequence preferences are driven by more general sequence composition preferences that 292 cannot be so easily represented by regular expression or position weight matrix motif models, 293 then nuclear enrichment of DRs may be more effectively modeled by considering all k-mers. To 294 this end, we performed a regression to assign weight coefficients to all k-mers for the DR 295 sequences and non-DR sequences similar to the motif analysis using MEME as described 296 previously. To avoid overfitting, we performed ridge regression 29 , which minimizes not only the 297 distance between model predictions and actual values but also the magnitude of the weights. We chose the alpha parameter that varies the emphasis of these two competing objectives by 299 evaluating fivefold cross-validated mean squared error over a parameter grid.
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Conservation Analysis
302
The phastCons and phyloP scores for the whole genome were downloaded from UCSC genome 303 browser. We extracted these scores for the DRs and shuffled control regions using a custom 304 script. In order to account for natural conservation differences between lncRNAs and mRNAs as 
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A. Post fractionation, RNA from the nucleus and whole cell lysate is extracted. Using the universal 551 primer sequences, the oligos are amplified in a targeted manner to make the library which is sent 552 for sequencing. B. The first step in the analysis process is to map the reads back to the oligo pool.
553
Due to the dense tiling of lncRNAs in our pool, we ensure there is a perfect match between the 554 first 10 nucleotides of the read and the barcode sequence to 'map' the read. Next, we require the 555 upstream 90 bps to only have 2 mismatches to guarantee robusteness of the mapping procedure.
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This step is performed by the 'mapReads' function in our package which gives a 
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Based on the normalized counts for each oligo, counts for each nucleotide are modeled next. As
560
shown in the schematic, if a nucleotide 'A' overlaps with oligos i 1 , i 2 , i 3 and i 4 the counts for the 561 nucleotide A are modeled by taking the median of counts for each of the individual oligos i 1 -i 4 .
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We use the 'modelNucCounts' function in our package for this and get a counts table for each 563 nucleotide in all the 12 samples (6 nuclei and 6 total) as the output (Supplementary File 2) . D.
564
Using the nucleotide counts table, we infer differential regions by 1). Finding candidate regions 565 and assigning a summary statistic to each one of them and 2). Generating null candidates by 566 permuting sample labels and using them to assign an empirical p-value to our candidate regions 567 from Step 1. Please see Methods for more details (Inset) A distribution of the summary statitistic 568 generated for the data we present in the paper -the red line shows the cutoff used to decide the 569 'significant' candidates. 
